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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of numerically solving a second-order self-adjoint 
elliptic boundary-value problem of the form 
m d 
-i i,j=l dxi 
ni.j(x)$ =f(‘) I vx E R, I 
&I 
(1.1) 
ulr, = 0, - = 0 
an’ rv 
in a given domain IR, where P = P,, U r, is the boundary of the domain fi 
with rn and r, being pieces of IY and having no overlaps between them, n’ is 
the outward unit normal vector, and f(x) and a,, j( x) [i, j = l(l)m] are 
sufficiently smooth functions defined on s1. Without loss of generality, we 
further assume that s1 is a bounded polygonal domain and that each u,,~(x) 
[i, j = l(lhl ‘s ‘d t’ 11 1 1 en rca y a constant in each of the triangles belonging to a 
given original triangulation. Through introducing suitable finite-element space 
and partitioning the domain R by reasonable triangulation (see [l, 2]>, we can 
discretize the problem (1.1) to get the following system of linear equations: 
AX = b, (1.2) 
where A E L(R”) is a symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix and is of the 
blocked form 
(1.3) 
with Aij E L(R”J, R”:), i,j = 1,2,. . . , a, and ni Q n (i = 1,2,. . . , a> be- 
ing cr given positive integers satisfying Epl= lai = 72. Furthermore, 
b = (b;, b;, . . . , bd)“, bj E R”:, i = 1,2,. . . , a, 
is a known blocked vector corresponding to the blocked coefficient matrix 
A E L(R”), while 
x = (xl’, xg,. . .) xy, 
is the unknown vector. 
xi E R”i, i = 1,2,. . .) a 
By combining both the ideas of multigrid methods and the convergence 
criteria for linear iterations, many researchers have designed a series of 
successful multilevel iterative methods (see [l-6]) for solving systems of 
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linear equations (1.2). Considering the concrete properties of the original 
partial differential equation (l.l), the system of linear equations (1.2) is 
usually of large scale, and the condition number of its coefficient matrix 
A E L(R”) is always O(n’>. Therefore, how to design suitably parallel 
iterative methods to solve efficiently the system of linear equations (1.2) so 
that the parallel computation of the multiprocessor system (SIMD system) 
can be exploited as far as possible is an attractive research problem, which 
has great theoretical value and practical importance. 
In this paper, by making use of the ideas and techniques of multilevel 
iterations, we construct preconditioning matrices, having good condition 
numbers, for the coefficient matrix A E L(R”), and then we set up a class of 
parallel multilevel iterative methods for solving this kind of system of linear 
equations. For the convergence properties of these methods, i.e., the condi- 
tion numbers of the preconditioning matrices, we do detailed theoretical 
analyses, and we meticulously discuss concrete execution schemes for the 
new methods and precisely estimate their computational work loads when 
they are running on multiprocessor systems. The obtained results show that 
not only are the convergence rates of the new methods independent of both 
the sizes and the level numbers of the grids, but also their computational 
work loads are bounded by linear functions in the step sizes of the finest 
grids. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRECONDITIONING MATRICES 
AND DESIGNS FOR THE PARALLEL MULTILEVEL 
ITERATION METHODS 
Initially, starting from the matrix A E L(R”), we construct the following 
matrix sequence { Ack’): = (, for any fmed positive integer I: 
(A\:’ . . . A\? 
A’“‘= : -. : . . ’ A(;) E L( ,“:‘), ,rL:kl), 
AC: . . . A(k) 
o(o1 
i, j = 1,2 1.-., a, k = 0,l ,...,I - 1 (2.1) 
where {n{k)}:=o (i = 1,2 ,..., ff) are given integers satisfying 
71. = n$” > .$I-‘) > ... > p, 
I i= 1,2 ,...> a, (2.2) 
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while 
i #j, i,j = 1,2 ,...) Ly 
k= 1,2 ,..., 1. (2.3) 
In light of the symmetric positive definiteness of the matrix A and the 
concrete structures of the matrices { Ack)}:= 0, we easily know that for 
k = 0, 1, . . . , Z, A($jr = A$’ (i Zj, i,j = 1,2,. . . , a) and Ack) are SPD; 
hence each A!!) (i = 1 2 a) is also SPD. Denote the Schur decomposi- 
tions of A!?) <f’= 1,2, .‘. .: *ii’as It 
with S!k- ‘) being the Schur complement of A$‘, namely, 
S(k-l) = A’“-” _ E(k)T~(k)-‘E(+) 
II is II I, I, . (2.5) 
For i = 1,2,. . . , a, take v,th-order polynomials &f)(t) (vi > 1) obeying 
0 <p;‘(t) < l(0 < t < l), p;;‘(o) = 1 (2.6) 
and let Bl(k) be an approximation of C$/) (k = 1,2, . . . , I). We can then 
define the preconditioning matrix M,‘ik’ of A\;’ (k = 0, 1, . . . , 1) to be 
k = 1,2 ,..., I, (2.7) 
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where 
for case (I), 
for case (II), (2a8) 
while 2:: - ‘1 is an approximation to the matrix Si” - ‘I, viz., 
Based on this, we can now build the following parallel multilevel iterative 
methods for solving the large-scale blocked system of linear equations (1.2): 
METHODS. Given an initial vector x(O) E R”. For p = 0, 1,2,. . . , com- 
pute 
,(P) = bj - f AijX;P) 
j=l 
M,, AX/P) = q(P) 
x!P+~) = q(P) + AX!P' 
I I 
i = 1,2,. . . , CY, where, w E (0, + m) is called a relaxation factor. 
Evidently, the computations of ri (P) AX!P), and X/P”) (i = 1,2,. .., a) , 
in the above methods for different i are independent of each other when the 
iterative index p is fixed. Therefore, they can be conveniently executed in 
synchronous parallel environments. 
3. CONCRETE EXECUTIONS OF THE METHODS AND THE 
ESTIMATIONS OF THEIR COMPUTATIONAL WORK LOADS 
From the definitions of the methods we know that each processor of a 
multiprocessor system is required to solve the system of linear equations of 
the form 
qp(i) = c(t) (3.1) 
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during every iteration. If we write 
by (2.7) th e s s em y t of linear equations (3.1) can be equivalently expressed as 
B(f)w’,‘) = &i) 
I, 1 ) 
E<f)rW(l”) + $~i)~(i) = c(i) 11 ii 2 2 
(3.2a) 
or 
(3.2b) 
with 
By these expressions we can easily see that solving the system of linear 
equations (3.1) one time includes solving two systems of linear equations with 
the same coefficient matrix B,!,!’ and one system of linear equations with 
coefficient matrix !?,(i- ‘1. The former two can be solved by existing direct 
methods or iterative methods, according to the properties of the matrix B$‘. 
For the problem of solving the latter one, i.e., the computation of i,!,!- ‘)- uf) 
(@ = &i) - E!“‘rw’,“’ E R”!‘_ 1’) 
2 
case (I) as an eiample. 
, we will concentrate in our discussion on 
First of all, let us define 
Q;Qt) = l-y+) ) i = 1,2 , . . . )  a. 
Then from (2.6) we know that each Qg’ i(t) 1s a (vi - I)th-order polynomial 
and there hold 
QcLl(t) > 0 (0 < t < l), Q$(O) = +f"(O). (3.4 
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By making use of (2.81, (2.6), and (3.3) the following identities can be 
derived for i = 1,2,..., a: 
QE’~(~) = 4g) + 4!Ot + . . . +9;)lt~t-l, i = 1,2 ,..., a. (3.5) 
Then we can generally get $f)-‘uF) (ug’ E R”!t), i = 1,2,. . . , a, k = 0, 
1 1...> I - 1) through the following program: 
Y$N = 0 
M,!,k’&. r) = 9t’r$’ + @)Y$i,rP1), 7-= 1,2 ,..., ui, 
(i) = (i. v,) 
Yz Y2 . 
It is evident that the computation of $k)-‘o~) includes solving vi systems 
of linear equations with the same coefficient matrix Ml!‘) and calculating 
vi - 1 products of the matrix $;) with some corresponding vectors, or in 
other words, solving vi - 1 systems of linear equations with the same 
coefficient matrix @’ ‘). In order to obtain further quantitative estimation of 
the amount of computational work for each processor of the multiprocessor 
system, without loss of generality we assume 
r&k’ Z 9& i), i = 1,2 ,..., a, k = 1,2 ,..., 1, 
where 9i (i = 1,2,..., a) are constants independent of k. Considering that 
the approximate matrix IQ’ can be obtained by incomplete triangular 
factorization about C$) for i = 1,2,. . . , a, we are hence justified in assum- 
ing that the number of operations for solving a system of linear equations 
having coefficient matrix B!k’ is c,(n$“’ - nIk-i)) (i = 1,2 ,..., a, k = 
1,2,. . . ) Z), where ci is a pdsitive constant independent of both i and k. 
Again, define Wi(‘) as the amount of computational work of processor i for 
solving a system of linear equations with coefficient matrix A$:’ on level 0 
(i = 1,2,. . . ) a) and, generally, define Wick) as the amount of computational 
work of processor i for solving a system of linear equations with coefficient 
matrix M!.k’ (i = 1,2, . . . , a, k = 1,2, . . . , I). Then there hold t, 
Wt(k) < CI( Vi - 1)(9i - l)fp + YiWyl) 
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for i = 1,2,. . . , a and k = 1,2,. . . ,1. Therefore, when vi < qi we have 
~ ‘I( ‘i - ‘)(Vt - l> ni 
+ u#p 
4i - ‘i 
for i = 1,2,. . . , a. This implies the validity of the estimates 
w,“) < O( rl’) 
for 1 < vi < q, (i = 1,2,. . . , a). 
4. COMPUTATION OF RELATIVE CONDITION NUMBERS OF 
THE SUBMATRICES 
For each k E (0, 1, . . . , I), i E {l, 2, . . . , a), we proceed to calculate the 
relative condition number of the matrix M,‘,k) with respect to the matrix A$!). 
For this purpose, we make the following basic assumptions: 
(A, ) Strengthened Cauchy-type inequality: 
(A,) B!/) is a SPD matrix and satisfies 
LEMMA 1. Let the stren~tihenecl Catchy-tlype inequality hold. Then 
(1 - y;)yTA(;-"y < y’s;;-“y < y%(;-“y, Y E fd-“* 
Pmof. Because A(f) is a SPD matrix, C!:), then C!:)-’ is SPD, too. 
According to (2.5), th e right-hand inequality can be obtained easily. Making 
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use of the basic assumption (A 1 ), we additionally have 
hence 
In light of (2.5) g a tin, we can immediately get the left-hand inequality, too. 
n 
Obviously, (2.8) can also be equivalently expressed as 
$!k- I)-’ = 1 _ (9 
II 1 pvz (My-q] s-1, 
where p:‘(t) is still defined by (2.6), while 
for case (I), 
for case (II). 
(4.1) 
Write 
TJk-1) = SlPM~k-l)-'Sw 
II ti (4.2) 
By making use of (3.3) we know that there holds 
LEMMA 2. Let the basic assumptions (A,)-(A,) be satisfied. Then: 
(1) ~~A\!)y/y~A4,lk)y < 1, i = 1,2,. . . , a, k = 0, 1, . . . ,I, y E R”!“‘. 
(2) All the eigewalues of the matrix ?;I”’ defined by (4.2) belong to the 
inter& [ CX/“‘, 11, where 
a'k' = 
’ i 
(1 - yi)/hl”’ for case (I), 
1/p 
A'k' = . 
yTM/ik' 
for case (II), ’ 
SUP y E [l,m). 
Yzo y?‘A:?y 
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Proof. We first use induction to prove (1). 
Noticing M,!p) = A$:), we know that (1) is evidently true for k = 0. Now, 
assume that (1) has been proved for some k - 1. Then in light of (4.1) we 
can derive the inequality 
In fact, for case (I), by the definition of $,!- ‘) in (2.9) and the symmetric 
positive definiteness of B,!,k’ we know that 
Again, noting case (II) of (4.11, we easily see that there also holds 
z ‘A(; ‘)z/z TM,!’ - ‘).z ,< 1. 
So we always have 
for both case (I) and case (II). 
Now, using (4.21, we have 
yTTiIk-y ~ z“~<b-l)-‘Z 
It 
YTY 
sup 
z=s”*1/#0 ZTS- +Z 
From the definition of p::‘(t) and the identity 
gq-1) _ s = sl/Z 
It 
([I - p!;‘(T,ck-“)] -’ - z)s’W, (4.5) 
by making use of (4.4), we can obtain the inequality 
yT($f-l) - s) y 2 0. (4.6) 
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On the other hand, in light of (4.1) and the basic assumption (A,), we know 
that there hold 
and 
y’( z(y) - cp> y > 0. (4.8) 
Evidently, the preconditioning matrix M/:) defined by (2.7) can also be 
equivalently expressed as 
so for 
y = ( y;, y;)’ E K+ ( y2 E #“), 
making use of (4.6)--(4.81, we can immediately get the following estimate: 
= 1  +  YWY' -  cP)y, + y:(sJ”-” - s)y, + y;(s - $p))yz 
yTA$‘y 
2 1. (4.9) 
This inequality shows that conclusion (1) is also true for k. The induction 
then guarantees the validity of (1). 
From (11, all the eigenvalues of the matrix I’Lk) obviously belong to (611. 
In accordance with the basic assumption (A,) there holds 
Based on this inequality, the relation 
yT$-l)y > yyyy 
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can be directly derived for case (I). Now, in line with Lemma 1 and 
conclusion (l), we have 
yTTJk - “y 
II 
ZTSZ 
YTY 
a inf 
z=s~/2yz0 zTM,lk-“z 
z*$k- I)- 
inf ” 
u zTs!k- ‘)z 
inf ” 
zTA!k- ‘1~ 
inf ” 
zzo z*S!;-~)Z zzo z*A(;-‘)z z+o zTMjjk-% 
for case (I), 
> 
ZTA!kpl) z 
z+o z’.M:&‘)z 
inf for case (II) 
IE 
z (1 - ri)/A(ik-‘) for case (I), 
i ’ 
1//p- ‘) for case (II). 
This implies the validity of conclusion (2), too. n 
LEMMA 3. Let the basic assumption (A,) be satisfied. Then, for any 
5 > 0, there holds 
(1 - pyii)yyC!k+‘)y, 
E, + (1 - &i)y;A(;‘yz < y*A(:+“y, 
Y = (YL Y$ 
In particular, we have 
yTA$+‘)y > (1 - y;)y;Cj;+l)yl. 
Proof. By making use of the strengthened Cauchy-type inequality and 
through direct calculation we have 
yTA$+“y = y;C!;+‘)yl + 2y;E$+‘)yz + y;A$f’y2 
2 y;c;.f+” y, - 2yji( y;Cj;+1)yl)1’2( ~;A$f)y~)“~ + yz’A(f’y2 
> (1 - (-‘~ji)y:‘C~/+l)yl + (1 - &i)y;A(f)y2. 
If we take 5 = l/y,,, the latter inequality can be immediately got. n 
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LEMMA 4. Let the basic assumptions (A ,)-(A,) be satisfied. Then 
l + Pi/(l - Yit) 
YTSY ~ I ’ + Pi for case (I), yTA(f’ y 1 1 - yi; for cuse (II), 
where S is defined by (4.1). 
Proof. We initially test the first inequality. 
On the basis of the basic assumption (A,) we know that 
y’Bp-‘y 2 
yy$) -‘y 
l+pi . 
Additionally, by (2.9) and using (2.5), we can also derive the inequality 
y'( A\;- ')-S:(t!-') y> ) 
yTA(f-“y - yTSl;-l)y 
l+pi . 
Now, Lemma 1 implies that there holds 
y’c$~ - 1) 
Y ’ + Bi/(l - Y,T) 
Y 
Tsjf-1) ’ 
Y l+pi . 
Considering 
we easily have 
z?‘A(;)z >, ,;$k- ‘)zz, 2 = (& z;)“. 
If in particular we take a vector z satisfying 
C(k)_ + E!k)zZ = 0, 
,I”1 11 
(4.10) 
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there again holds the equality 
In conclusion, we obtain 
ZTS(k- llz 
2 it 2 
sup zrA!k’z = 
1. 
Z#O II 
(4.11) 
Combining (4.10) and (4.1I), we have then confirmed the first inequality 
of Lemma 4. 
Again, by applying the strengthened Cauchy-type inequality, we immedi- 
ately know that for y = ( y:, yi)‘, the inequality 
y;A$;-r)yz y;A(f-l’ YZ y;$;-“yz 
y’A$‘y 
d sup rc$k - 1) sup 
yzZO Y2 ii Yz y+0 yTA$‘y 
1 
d 
1 - y; 
holds. The proof of Lemma 4 is complete. n 
THEOREM 1. Let the basic assumptions (A,)-(A,) be satisfied. Then 
Pi 
1+--- 
1 - y,; 
+ d(k) 1 + Pi/(1 - Yi4) 
’ ’ + Pi 
forcase (I), 
1 + P, + dlk’ 
I - Y; 
forcase (II), 
where 
Aik’ = sup T ;;, 
z+. z Aji z ’ 
p!f’( ti”‘) = 
/ pX’( ty> 
1 - p;‘(q)) 
for-case (I), 
&k’ = ( 
pZ’( Q’) 
?‘if + 1 _ p;)(tik)) for case (II), 
\ 
and CY!~) is &j?ned as in Lemma 2. 
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Proof By (4.91, (4.5) d an making use of the basic assumption (A,) we 
can obtain 
+ sup yy( [ z - p;f’(T,ck-“)] -l - z)s’/2y2 
Y#O fjTApfj 
+ sup Yl(S - W’)y, 
Y+o yTA\f'y 
Tc(k) 
$ 1 + pi sup 
Yl ii Yl 
yzo y?‘A$f”y 
YzTSY2 
x suP T (k) ’ 
yf0 Y Aii Y 
From Lemma 1 there holds 
Now, in accordance with Lemmata 3, 4, the estimation inequalities in 
Theorem 1 can be immediately derived. n 
In the remainder of this section, we are further going to obtain an 
estimate, independent of the level number k, of the relative condition 
number of the preconditioning matrix LU,‘,~’ with respect to the matrix A$‘. 
For this purpose, in the subsequent discussion, the following basic assump- 
tion will be used: 
(A,) Each polynomial p::‘(t) (i = 1,2, . . . , a> is monotone decreasing in 
the interval [0, l]. 
THEOREM 2. Let the basic assumptions (A,)-(A,) be satisfied. Then, 
for each i E {1,2,. . . , a}: 
(1) Zf we define 
iy+l)=(l+-&)(l+&], k=O,l,..., z-1, $“‘=l, 
(4.12) 
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(i(k) = 
pgy iqk’) 1 - y; 
1 &!k’ = ___ 1 - p$y cp) ’ 2 $k) ’ 
k = o, I,..., 1, (4.13) 
* 
then { Ai ^(k) 1 )k = o turns to a majorized sequence of { JI$~‘}L = ,, . Then we have 
&Ak+l) = 
(1 - y.$( 1 + pi) #“‘@,’ 1( @‘) 
I 
1 + P, - ri: 1 + pi ipQ;L 1( ip) ’ 
Thereby , when 
k = O,l,... ) I - 1. (4.14) 
(1 - YiY)% +P,K?~‘l(O) > 1 
1 + pi - yif 
(4.15) 
the sequence {~3,‘“)}~=~ has a unique limit point cx: belonging to (0,l) and 
satisfies 
&!k’ 2 cY*, k=0,1,2 ,.... (4.16) 
Here L$ is the unique positive real root of the equation 
(1 - Yif)‘(l + Pi>O~‘lW _ P,tQ(i’ 
’ + PI - Yit t “s 
1 
(t) _ 1  =  o 
(4.17) 
within the interval (0, 1). 
(2) Zf we define 
i(k+U = 1 + Pi+Gk' 1 - = 1 1 $ ’ k=O ’ I...’ 1 1, iI”’ 1, (4.18) _ 
with 
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Thus, as 
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(4.20) 
(4.21) 
the sequence (&/“)}T= 0 has a unique limit point CX~ belonging to (0, 1) and 
obeys 
S!“’ > a*, k=O,1,2 ,..., (4.22) 
where CY* is the unique positive real root of the equation 
(1 - y,g@Qt> - &tQ;‘l(t) - 1 = 0 (4.23) 
belonging to the interval (0,1X 
Proof. Because of the similarity of the proofs of (1) and (21, we only use 
(1) as an example. We proceed by induction. 
Obviously, for k = 0 we have hi (‘I = 1 = ii”. Now, we assume that 
At”’ < iik’ has been got for some k; then it is easy to see that 
Noticing the monotone decreasing property of the polynomial p::‘(t) in [0, 11, 
we immediately know P:‘(&,‘~)) > pLl)(tik)), and hence dik) 2 dik). There- 
fore, the inequality h!k+l) < i(k+l) holds. Making use of the induction 
principle, we have now confirmed that {ii”‘): = 0 is a majorized sequence of 
{Aik’}~+. Based on (4.12)-(4.13), we can easily obtain that { &,‘“‘}i =o satisfies 
the recurrence relation (4.14). 
Next, we use induction to verify that (4.16) uniformly holds under the 
condition (4.15). Let c$ be the unique positive real root of the equation 
(4.17) within the interval (0, l), and assume for some k that the inequality 
~?i,‘~’ > (~7 has been obtained. Then, in order to get the relation &jk+ ‘) 2 a:, 
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by (4.12)-(4.13), we only need to demonstrate that 
1 - y,f > a* 1 + ( &)[l + “‘(“‘) ] (4.24) 
(l + Pi)[l - Pl:‘ta*)] 
is valid. Define a one-variable function 
By noticing g,(l) > 1, we know that (4.24) holds only if there has 
1 - y,: > linl g,(t). 
I + 0 
By making use of (2.6), (3.3)-(X-1), we obtain 
(4.25) 
1 + Pi/(’ - Yf) 
/!yJf’ = (1 + /3)Qlj’,(O) . 
Substituting this identity into (4.25) it can be immediately got that there 
exists 6: E (0, 1) such that &yll“ > &,* (k = 0, 1,. . .) provided (4.15) is 
satisfied. From (4.24), 6: can be taken to be the positive real number cr,?, 
which makes (4.24) become an equalit). This shows that cr,* E (0, 1) is the 
miique limit point of the sequence {&y(‘));=. o and satisfies Equation (4.17). n 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 imply the following conclusion. 
TIIEORKM 3. Lef fhr, hmic assumptions (A ,)-(A,) he satisfied. Then for 
cwdl i E (1,2, . . . , a}, 
(1) if (4.15) i.s satisjkd, LIX Imce for case (I) that 
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5. CALCULATION OF THE RELATIVE CONDITION NUMBER 
FOR THE WHOLE MATRIX 
Denote 
Mck’ = diag( Ml’;‘, M;;‘, . . . , Mik,‘), k = 0, 1, . . . , I, M = M’“‘. 
Then the parallel multilevel iterative methods defined in Section 2 can be 
equivalently expressed as 
,-(P) = b - M’P’, 
MAX(P) = ,,(P) 
X(P+l) = X’P’ +  AX(P), 
p = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
As the convergence properties of these methods are closely related to the 
largest and the smallest eigenvalues of the matrix M-IA, we now turn to 
estimate the relative condition numbers of MCk’ with respect to ACk’ for 
k = 0, 1,. . . , 1. For this purpose, we additionally make the following basic 
assumption: 
(A,) Strengthened Cauchy-type inequality: 
Yij = Yji) -yi = 2 yij E [o, l), zi E R”y 
j=l 
j#i 
i Zj, i,j = 1,2 ,..., ff. 
Easily, we can get the following fact: 
LEMMA 5. Let (&},P= 1, (q},P,,, and (JJ”= 1 be positive real numbers. 
Then 
cP= 15, f; 
C,Ol=,qj li ’ l?iZZa 
LEMMA 6. Let the basic assumption (A,) be satisfied. Then 
e (1 - yi) yl’A’:‘y, < yTACk’y < .!I (1 + r,) y,‘A’f’y,, 
i=l 
y = (y:, y;, . . . > yy’),. 
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Proof. By making use of the basic assumption (A,), we can test this 
result through concrete operations. For brevity, we just show the derivation 
of its left-hand inequality in detail: 
Y 
TA’k’y = 2 yTAA’k’ , ii yi + c y,TA$)yj 
i=l i#j 
i=l 
i=l 
+ c c yij( y,‘A’;‘y, + y;A;;‘yj) 
i=l j=i+l 
; yij( y,TA$’ yi + y;A$‘yj) 
CT j-1 
+ c c yij( y,TA(;’ yi + y,?;l::‘y,) 
j=zi=l 
= f y:‘A’f’y, 
i=l 
= f y,TA(;‘yj - g ‘2 ( yj3 y:‘A$l” yi + yji y;A$‘yj) 
i=l i=2 j=l 
= icl y$4\f’yi - 2 ‘2 yij y:‘Atf’yi - e -‘El yij y,‘A’;‘yj 
i=2 j-1 j=2i=1 
i-l 
= c y:‘A’f’yi - 5 c yij y;A$‘yi - e e yij y;A(f’yi 
i=l i=2 j=l i=l j=i+l 
= 2 y,TA$‘yi - 2 yi yTA$‘yj 
i=l i=l 
a 
= c (1 - yi) y,TA’f’yi. n 
i=l 
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THEOREM 4. Let the basic assumptions (A i), (A,), and (A,) be satis- 
fied. Then 
1 
min -< 
l=si<a 1 + rj 
k = 0, 1, . . . , 1. 
Proof. By the definition of A$k) and Lemmata 5, 6, we immediately have 
yTMCk’y 
< 
C,p_ 1 y’M,!,k’ yi 
yTACk’y C,ol= 1( 1 - ri) y:A$‘yi 
Analogously, noticing (4.9), we can also obtain the left-hand inequality. w 
Combining Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we can obtain estimates, which 
are independent of the level number k, of the relative condition numbers of 
the matrices MCk’ with respect to the matrices ACk’ for k = 0, 1, . . . , 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let the basic assumptions (Ai)- be satisfied. Then 
(1) for case (I), we have 
1 
min 
yTMCk’y 1 - yj 
-< 
l<i<rr 1 + 7/, yTAck’y 
=G max 
l<i<a (1 - ri)(Y* ’ 
k=o,l,..., 1, 
provided (4.15) is satisfied, where II,? E (0,l) is uniquely determined by 
Equation (4.17); 
(2) for case (II), we have 
1 1 
min - 
IgiG 1 + yi 
< 
yTMCk’y 
TA(k) G max k =O,l,..., I, 
Y Y lgiga (1 - Yi)o* ’ 
provided (4.21) is satisfied, where cr,? E (0, 1) is uniquely determined by 
Equation (4.23). d 
6. SEVERAL SPECIAL EXAMPLES 
We now specialize the 
polynomials 
theoretical results set up in Sections 4 and 5 to 
(Pl> p!f’(t) = (1 - t)“’ 
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and 
P2) p;y t) = 
TJl + q - 2t)/( 1 - q) + 1 
T,‘(l + cq)/(l - cq) + 1 
(here TV, is the v,th-order Chebyshev polynomial) to obtain some special but 
very practical conclusions. 
Evidently, both of the above polynomials obeying (2.6) and the one given 
by (P,) have the smallest local maximum in the interval [q, l] (0 < oi < 1). 
Also, we have 
2 
pX’( q) = 
TJl + cq)/( 1 - q) + 1 ’ 
(-1p + 1 
(6.1) 
p;‘(l) = 
TV11 + c+)/( 1 - ai) + 1 ’ 
Noticing that the polynomials p:‘(t) (i = 1,2,. . . , a) given by (Pi) and 
(P,) are monotone decreasing in the interval [0, 11, by making use of 
Theorems 3 and 5, we can conclude the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let the basic assumptions (A,), (A,), and (A,) be satisfied, 
and suppose p:‘(t) (i = 1,2,. . . , a) be given by (Pi). Then 
k=O,l,..., 2. 
Moreover: 
(1) If 
(l - YZ)“(l + Pi> > 1 
1 + pi - yi vi ’ 
i=1,2 ,..., a, 
for case (I) we have 
=(l+~)(l- (1 - (Yip (1 + &)[l - (1 - cg] 1 ’ 
i=1,2 ,..., cx, k =O,l,..., 1. 
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Thereby, 
x 1 + (1 - cri)“o/[(l + p,>(1 - (1 - aiys)] 
’ - Yi 
k = 0, 1, . . . ,1, 
where cxi E (0,l) is the smallest positive real root of the equation 
for i = 1,2, . . . , ff. In particular, as 
u =2 (lpYiT)P(l+Pi) >L 
t ) 
1 + pi - y; 2’ 
i=1,2 ,..., cf, 
we can obtain 
2(1 + P,)a, - 1 
cYi = 
pi + (1 + pi)ai/2 + d[ Pi - (l + Pi)mi/2]2 + Pi ’ 
u, = (’ - Yi?)’ 
I 1+ pi - 7; ’ 
/p =g (1 - rig 
pi + (1 + pi)CTj/2 + J( Pj - (l + Pi)“i/2)2 + Pi 
2(1 + &)a, - 1 
yTM’k’ 
Y 1 - y; 
Y TA(k) 
< max 
i 
~ 
Y ldi<O l - Yi 
X 
pj + (l + Pi) uj/2 + J( Pi - (’ + Pi) ui/2)” + Pi 
2(1 + P,)q - 1 
). 
i = 1,2,. . . , a, k = 0,1 > . . . 1 1. 
(2) If 
1 - 7; > l/Vi, i = 1,2 ,..., a, 
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for case (II) we have 
= Pi + ‘/[l - (1 - ai)‘] 
1 - y; 
i = 1,2 ,..., a!, k=o,l,..., 1. 
Thereby, 
YTMCk’Y < mu pi + l/[l - (1 - q)“I] 
yTA’“‘y ’ l<i<a (1 - x)(1 - rig ’ 
k=O,l,..., I, 
where cri E (0,l) is th e smallest positive real root of the equation 
i 
1 
1-y;=t pi+ 
1 - (1 -t)“’ 
fori = 1,2,..., c~. In particular, as 
Vi = 2, y; < f, i = 1,2 ,..., ff, 
we can obtain 
(y, = 2Pi + (I - Y,4) - JrzPi + (l - rif)]’ - 4Pi(1 - 2Yif) 
I 
‘Pi 
h!k’ < ‘Pi 
2p, + (1 - r:) - Jrzpi + (1 - rif)]” - 4Pi(1 - 2Yi?) ’ 
yTMCk’y 1 
yTACk’y 
=g max 
i 
- 
lci<a 1 - yi 
x 2pi + (1 - ri) + J[Zpi + (1 - ri)]’ - 4Pi(1 - 2YiT) 
2(1 - 273 
i = 1,2, . . . , a, k = 0, 1, . . . , 1. 
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Q~‘l(t)lt=” = ii: (-1>i-’ y’ ti-l 
0 1 
= vi, i = 1,2 ,..., (Y. 
j=l t=0 
By substituting this identity into Lemma 3 and Lemma 5 we can get the 
conclusions at once. l 
THEOREM 7. Let the basic assumptions (A,), (A,), and (A,) be satis- 
fied, and suppose p:)(t) (i = 1,2,. . . , a> be given by (P,). Then 
k = 0, 1, . . . , 1. 
Moreover: 
(1) If 
(l - Yif)“(l + Pi) > 1 [(l + &YJV’ + (1 - \I;I;)“‘lP 
1 + pi - 7,; ‘i 
Int[( vi - 1)/Z] 
2 
c i 
‘i 
2s + 1 1 
(YS(l - (Yi)“Ipl 
s = 0 
i = 1,2 ,..., a, (6.2) 
for case (I) we have 
1 - yi; 
A!k’ < - 
ffi 
Pi 
= 1+---- ( )I 4(1 - qp 1 - yi; l+ 1 (1 + &)[(l -I- 6)“’ - (1 - &)~~I” ’ 
i = 1,2 ,.**a a, k = O,l, . . . . 1. (6.3) 
Thereby, 
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k=0,1,2 ,...I 1, (6.4) 
where cxi E (0,l) is the smallest positive real root of the equation 
1-y;=t 1+- ( )I pi 1+ 4(1 - tp 1 - y; (1 + p&1 + &yi - (1 - ,,,j2 1 
(6.5) 
for i = 1,2,. . . , a. If 
(l - Yjf)2(1 + Pi) ’ 
1+ pi - 7; ’ 2 (6.6) 
for each i E (1,2,. . . , a), the smallest positive real root czi of Equation (6.5) 
can guarantee the validity of (6.2). H ence, there hold (6.3)-(6.4). Particu- 
Early, a9 
vi = 2, 
(l - Y,q)‘(l + Pi) 
1 + pi - 7; 
1 
> 2, i = 1,2 ,.*.> Q, 
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we can obtain 
4(1 + P,)q - 1 
ai = 
2&l + P,)( pi + a,) + 2pi + 1 ’ 
/p < (1 - yi) 
24(1 + pi)( /3j + vi) + 2Pi + ’ 
4(1 + /3,)q - 1 ’ 
yTM’k’y 
Q max 
i 
1 - 7: 2J(l + pi)( fli + Ui) + 2pi + ’ 
- 
y TA’k’y l<i<a 1 - ‘yi 4(1 + P,)q - 1 1 
’ 
i = 1,2, . . . , CY, k = 0, 1, . . . , 1. 
(2) If 
yj; < 1 - L (1 + Jq”’ + (1 - &)“I I 2 . 2p,(1 + &)“‘-“(l - Jq-1 ’ 2 = 1,2,.**p a, 
(6.7) 
for case (II) we have 
A$“’ < l/q 
1 
=p 
I I 
p, + (1 + 6)“’ + (1 - &)“’ 2 
1 - y,; ’ (1 + &)“’ - (1 - +J”’ II ’ 
Thereby, 
i = 1,2,. .*> a> k = O,l, . . . . 1. (6.8) 
k = O,l,..., 1, (6.9) 
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where cyi E (0,l) is the smallest positive real root of the equation 
(6.10) 
for i = 1,2, . . . , ff. Zf 
1 - yi$ > 1/v; 
foreachi E (1,2,..., a}, the smallest positive real root cxi of Equation (6.10) 
can guarantee the validity of (6.7). Hence, there hold (6.8)-(6.9). In particu- 
lar, as 
V, = 2, yii < G/2, i = 1,2 ,..., cx, 
we can obtain 
(Yi = J(1 + 2pJz + (3 - 4y,g - (1 + 2&), 
A!k’ < 
J(1 + 2&)” + (3 - 4YZ) + (1 + 26) 
3 - 4y,q 
yWk y ~ max d(l + 2Pi)2 + (3 - 4YZ) + (1 + 2Pi) 
Y?‘A(k) y l<i$CI C1 - Yi>(3 - 4Yi:) 
i=1,2 ,..., a,k=O,l,..., 1. In the above, we have used int[( vi - 1>/2] to 
denote the integer part of the number (vi - 1)/2 for i = 1,3,. . . , a. 
Proof. Making use of the identities 
*:&w = 2& [(t + @T)“’ - (t - CT)“‘1 (Id > l), 
i = 1,2,. . .) a, through standard manipulations we have 
Qp,(t)ltzo = 2Vi(l - cq)“I-l 
‘“ty:)‘2’ ( 2sY’ l) a: 
[(l + JTJU’ + (1 - JTJvt]” 
i = 1,2 ,...) cx, 
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where we also use Int[(vj - I)/21 t o d enote the integer part of the number 
(vi - 1)/2 for i = 1,2, . . . , a. Substituting these equalities into Lemma 3 
and Lemma 5, we can immediately obtain the conclusions. 1 
Finally, we discuss two kinds of choices satisfying the basic assumption 
(A,) for the approximate matrix Bi:) of the matrix C!k). I, 
(I) Take a SPD matrix Gjk) that is an approximation of C!/). Let 
If we now define 
the matrix B!k) satisfying the basic assumption (A,) with 
C!Z) 
Pi = -ji-j - 1 
I 
is hence obtained. Usually, G$) can be generated by incomplete triangular 
factorization about the matrix A(f). If G!k) is a convergent splitting of A$‘, 
i.e., p(Z - G!f'-'A(f') < 1, and the nonzero elements in each row of the 
matrix G!,!) have the same order [O(l)] as those of the matrix A$!' with their 
number being fixed, then by noticing that the largest eigenvalue of the matrix 
G!k)-‘A(f) is bounded above by 2, we know that ci” = i holds uniformly for 
all k. Here, we use p(e) to denote the spectral radius of the corresponding 
matrix. On the other hand, as p(G!“)) = O(1) and the smallest eigenvalue of 
Acf;' is of O(l), the inequality ci”’ < O(1) can be derived for all k. Therefore, 
we now only need to take Bii (k) = 2G!k’; the approximate matrix B(k) 
satisfying the basic assumption (A,) i;h pi = 20(l) - 1 can then ife 
obtained. 
(II) For the matrix Gl(k) given in (I), define 
hiA”) = Z - G!,+m’~(f). 
Then as 
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the approximate matrix B$’ satisfying the basic assumption (A,) with 
can be got once we take 
Bp = A/$[ z - (A&p)‘“] -l, 
where E (2 1) is a given integer. In fact, because p(6,(ik’) < 1, there 
obviously holds 
Denote 
D!,!) = diag( A$‘). 
Since 
we see that for the incomplete triangular factorization G!k) of the matrix A$:’ 
one has 
Thereby, 
We end this paper with the following remark: 
REMARK. Under suitable regularity assumptions on the finite-element 
spaces and the triangulations, the system of linear-algebraic equations re- 
sulted from discretizing (1.1) can automatically satisfy the basic assumptions 
(A,), (A,), and (A,) [see [5, 81). 
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